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Rejoicing foamed through the
halls of JWT and celebrational steins
(empty) were delivered to every desk
when Miller Brewing Company chose
JWT/USA over three competing
agencies for the profitable and prestigious Miller High Life account.
The Wall Street Journal called it
"Madison Avenue's equivalent to the
Super Bowl"; The Daily News described it as "a creative shoot-out";
The New York Times declared that
Thompson "wrested" the business
away from the other guys; and Burt

Manning said, "It certainly was a helluva fight'.'
The Miller victory capped an
exhilarating year of new business
wins. City Business said the Thompson
coup "left agency competitors
stunned" and quoted a Wall Street
analyst's observation: "Nobody's had
a better batting average than
Thompson in getting the attention, the
accounts, in keeping the customers
happy and keeping the industry surprised. They came in late on the Miller
game and just sailed away with the

account as they had 10 years earlier
with Burger King . . . Big guys tend to
be boring ... It is the fact that JWT is
big but not boring that tends to give
them their heat'.'
In 1984, JWT/USA gained a
wide array of new accounts ranging
from Baskin-Robbins (JWT/LA) to
Showtime and Emery Air Freight and
major new assignments (Clorets and
Schick) from our client WarnerLambert (all JWT/NY) to the Sears
Credit Card (JWT/Chicago). "I don't
think that could have happened" Burt
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Manning said, "if the product that was
coming o u t . . . was not a superior advertising product'.'
Burt Manning led JWT's winning
Miller team, together with Jim Patterson, Bert Metter and Jack Peters. "But"
Burt said, in a memo to all JWT/USA
people, "we owe our victory to a helluva group of people ... in New York
... in Washington, Detroit, Atlanta,
Chicago . . . that we won is a tribute to
the tremendous efforts of the people
who were able to participate. It is virtually impossible to name everybody

who contributed" . . . but, he said Jim
Patterson and Bert Metter, "the two
bright stars of New York's recent remarkable new business performance, . . . shone again in the Miller
effort. Jim's creative leadership
brought some of the best beer creative ever done in this business to the
meeting in Milwaukee" And Bert, he
said, "learned more about the beer
business in six weeks than most people who have been in it for years will
ever know'.'
Burt also singled out Jack Peters

for special praise. "In addition to operating this company" Burt said Jack
"poured out pages of ideas and insights which were of immense value"
The creative work of Frank Nicolo, Hal
Friedman, Brian Sitts, Laurie Birnbaum, Paul Frahm and Peter Hughes,
he said, "touched upon genius"
Steve Bowen was lauded for
keeping the project on a steady, even
course.
Burt Manning said it: "May we
all live the High Life for many years
to come"

•page gatefold a d in the new Miller High Life campaign.
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"Made the American way" is the clarion call of the rousing new JWT/USA campaign
for Miller High Life beer. The advertising, which broke February 10th on network television, celebrates steadfast American virtues like integrity, trust and good fellowship and
links them with the qualities of Miller High Life—"born and brewed in the U.S.A." The photography is superb, the mood buoyant and the music—it's the Oak Ridge Boys' hit
"American Made"—irresistibly tuneful. The campaign has power and credibility, as well
as enormous charm, reflecting current trends in the United States toward optimism and
patriotism and a reinforced pride in what are perceived as American values, as well as
in products that are American-made. Part of an extensive, coordinated marketing thrust,
the campaign, shown to Miller distributors in the Arie Crown Theater in Chicago on February 8th, was broadcast live via satellite hookup to JWT/USA's second-floor theater in
New York, so a standing-room-only audience of JWTers could share the excitement. The
response was immediate, unanimous and noisy. Kudos to Frank Nicolo, Laurie Birnbaum,
Paul Frahm, Michael Hart, Gary Bass, David Schneiderman, Brian Sitts, Marty Susz,
Andrew Rider, Ander Wensberg and, as always, to Jim Patterson and Steve Bowen.

Brand
And &V,
Its Image
Revisited
Jeremy Bullmore

W h e n a phrase is first coined,
the chances are that the author
knows precisely what he wants it to
mean and why it's necessary.
Time moves on; the phrase is
picked up by others who use it less
thoughtfully; and before very long,
a phrase that was designed to make
understanding more precise begins to obscure. It becomes, in the
worst sense of the word, jargon.
'Brand image' seems to me just
such an instance.
A n d for this particular phrase
to have lost much of its richness
and value at this particular time is
cause for very particular concern.

T h e competition for consumers' loyalty, most evident in the
grocery market, continues to escalate: manufacturers' brands versus
each other's, and retailers' brands
versus manufacturers'. No longer
are retailers' brands automatically
regarded as cheap and nasty. In
some instances, they command a
higher price and greater respect
than those of the traditional manufacturers' brand. Some retailers
enjoy at least as much authority as
some of our major food manufacturers. Retailers have invested in
product quality, have recognised
that consumers distinguish readily

between worth and price and that,
whenever possible, they prefer
the former. They've effectively
branded themselves as controllers
of quality. A n d since their buying
power continues to increase, so
inexorably do the pressures on the
manufacturer.
None of this is new. Conference after conference continues to
be devoted to the theme: 'Will the
manufacturers' brand survive?'
A n d while all this is happening, the real meaning of the phrase
'brand image' seems to be
evaporating.

The Brand
Today, the word ' b r a n d ' is
often used as a synonym for 'product! This is particularly concerning, since there's an all-important
difference between the two which
makes the existence of both words
essential.
Stephen King, of the London
office, summed it up well in his
book Developing New Brands*. 'A
product is something that is made
in a factory; a brand is something
that is bought, by a customer'.
A product is an object or a service that's available. A brand is
a complex set of satisfactions
delivered.
A product can usually be assessed objectively: by Which?, for
example. A brand can only be assessed subjectively: does this object
or service please me?
A product may well have a lifecycle. Because it's primarily functional, it's bound to be vulnerable
to a competitor's which functions
better. A brand, if it continues to
invest in product improvement and
communication, can remain alive
and profitable indefinitely. T h e
Model T was a product that had to
die. But the brand was Ford and the
brand flourishes.
New product development is
obviously a worthwhile undertaking: what can be made from existing raw materials, on existing plant,
with existing expertise? But that's
only a beginning, and not always
'Developing New Brands was first published by Pitman in 1973. A new edition, with the addition of
an up-to-date introduction, was published by J.
Walter Thompson in April 1984.

the best. The real question is: what
new or improved satisfactions can
be delivered t o t h e buyer or
user? A n d that's new brand
development.
So the difference between a
product and a brand is not a semantic one. Anyone who uses the
two words interchangeably has
forgotten the basis of the business
we're in.
It's no accident, I think, that an
understanding of brands is found
most often in markets where an
objective assessment of product
function is most difficult. You can
measure the price and the specific
gravity of a beer (Which? has done
it); but the affection of a beer
drinker for his favourite beer is
only marginally based on its price/
potency relationship. If a beer's not
a brand, it will never survive.
Conversely, an understanding
of brands is much less frequently
found in developing markets with
a high-technology content. T h e
unconscious assumption is that
function alone is enough: and so it
may be, but only for a time.
The makers of pocket calculators, V C R s and personal computers are all beginning to realise
that they've got valuable lessons to
learn from the brewers.

The Image
The other half of the phrase
'brand image' needs an equivalent
kiss of life: and perhaps even more
urgently.

There's a widespread assumption that the 'image' belongs to the
'brand! A moment's thought invalidates this. A n 'imagej like a reputation, can reside in only one place:
the minds of people.
A brand's image is what people
think and feel about it: and those
t h o u g h t s and feelings
will
not—cannot—be
universally
identical. W h a t is the image of a
particular man? Ask his son, ask his
father, ask his wife, ask his boss, ask
his best friend: five quite different,
though perfectly compatible, images will emerge. T h e image resides in the mind of the beholder—
and is conditioned at least as much
by the nature of that beholder as by
the nature of the object itself.
Listen to travellers talking
about airlines. T h e airlines are
constant, the travellers are not.
Each traveller's preference, nationality age, received wisdom will be
different: and so, inevitably, will be
each individual's 'image'.
So when we talk about the image of a brand, we've always got to
be clear about whose image it is
we're referring to. Is it my image? A
loyal user's image? A lapsed user's
image? In the minds of middle-aged
gentlefolk, the image of the Rolling Stones may be anarchic and
dissolute. In the minds of the
Young Ones, it may be staid and
establishment.
No object (or person or service) can generate the same set of
feelings, the same sense of personality, in the minds of everyone.
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W h a t it can, of course, do—as
every successful brand by definition does—is to generate much the
same set of (favourable) feelings in
the minds of those to whom the
brand is designed to appeal. A n d
that can be a group made up of
many millions of individuals.
Not only does each mind contain the image; it also creates it. We
build an image as birds build nests,
from scraps and straws we chance
upon. A n untidy heap of cardboard boxes inside the door of a
shop will be part of the raw material from which we assemble an image of that shop. A n untrimmed
finger-nail in a press advertisement for food will affect our image
of the product advertised. A company's switchboard which fails to
5 ick up our call for as long as a
minute will contribute to our per-
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sonal construct of the whole of that
company.

The Response
So if we're to be the custodians
of a brand (which is surely what the
title Brand Manager ought to imply) we have to be scrupulously attentive to every minute item, hint,
clue or cue from which our ultimate users will form their own images. O n l y t h r o u g h conscious
control of every brand stimulus can
we hope to achieve the desired
brand response.
It's clearly desirable that a pack
should 'stand out on the shelf. But
if that's the only brief to the designer, we shouldn't be surprised if
the recommended pack sends out
signals which are quite dissonant
with the brand's desired total per-

sonality; and the manager of that
b r a n d will have failed in his
responsibilities.
Branding, and the maintenance of branding, is a skill that requires the utmost subtlety and
sensitivity—and must never be
confused with necessary but simple brand identification. W h e n we
say: 'That commercial isn't sufficiently branded! we usually mean:
'The product isn't mentioned or
shown often enough'. We ought to
mean: 'The clues in that commercial aren't appropriate enough to
our brand's desired image'.
The evolving relationship between manufacturer and retailer
makes the selection and presentation of those clues even more
critical.
To state the obvious: the one
main source of authority available

to the manufacturer and denied to
the retailer is manufacturing expertise. The maker is a specialist;
the distributor is a generalist: and
a deserved and promoted reputation for being a specialist will always have considerable appeal. To
be proud of the skill with which a
product is made is not inevitably
to be 'manufacturer-orientated':
there's considerable consumer relevance in that attitude as well.
Multi-brand manufacturing companies may build or maintain reputation, demand, high worth, and
respectable margins by remembering that it's not only their products
that need to be brands, but also the
company itself.
Constant and sensible communication with the ultimate consumer has never been the whole
solution to marketing problems—
and never will be. But to fail to understand and implement the one
marketing factor that's wholly
within the manufacturer's control
does seem at best a pity and at worst
suicidal.
Within every brand, there's a
product; but not every product is a
b r a n d . Behind every product,
there's a company; but not every
company is a brand. By failing to
communicate the nature of the
corporate brand, we may be failing
to play one of our more powerful
cards; and by using the word brand
to describe a product, we may well
deceive ourselves into t h i n k i n g
we've got one. We won't, however,
deceive our customers.

Jeremy Bullmore, chairman of J W T /
London, has spent thirty-one rather remarkable years with T h o m p s o n . He was
recruited in 1954 after the head of the art
department in L o n d o n watched a program on the BBC that Jeremy had written with some others. "He wrote to the
BBC to see if any of those involved with
the programme wanted a j o b . . . . "Jeremy
joined J. Walter T h o m p s o n as a trainee
c o p y w r i t e r . He b e c a m e successively
writer/producer, group head, creative
supervisor, and head of television, until
being appointed head of the creative department, a director of the company and
a member of the management group in
1964. In 1975 he was appointed deputy
chairman, in 1976 chairman and in 1980
a director of J. Walter T h o m p s o n C o m pany worldwide.
He is a fellow of the Institute of
Practitioners in Advertising and a member of the executive of the institute;
chairman of the Advertising Association; senior member of the Advertising
Creative Circle; and trustee of T h e Development Trust for the Young Disabled.
In 1978, Jeremy Bullmore received the
President's award of the Design and Art
Directors Association of London.
Marketing Week has described him
as "epitomizing the thinker's role in advertising" and n o mention of Jeremy
Bullmore omits attention to his wit and
charm. T h e theory of branding as applied to J W T elicits this comment: "If you
apply branding to agencies, in a spread of
25-30 years you get a complete change of
the product (the people), but the brand
(the culture of the place) is not dependent o n a temporary set of people" Nonetheless, there are those w h o believe that
in London 'the culture of the place' is
inextricably l i n k e d to t h e deft a n d
thoughtful style of Jeremy Bullmore. As
one of his clients has said, "He and J W T
are synonymous."
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FRANKFURT:
Two art directors from the Frankfurt office, Alex Kuehnle (second from left)—in his dayto-day life, art director on Ford-and Irene Rudolph (third from left)—wearing the winning gown—entered a national fashion competition for advertising people sponsored
by a leading fashion magazine in Germany. The jury was stunned by Irene's gown and
awarded the two the first prize-an office party worth DM 50.000. The picture of the
proud and happy winners is from Berlin. The grand party with all their colleagues will
take place in Frankfurt.

RODOLFO OTERO AWARD:
An award has been created in memory of Rodolfo Otero. An energetic, creative man, who died at the age of 39, Rodolfo worked
with our correspondent agency in Colombia, Atlas Publicidad,
and then became creative director of JWT/Venezuela. Each year
the managers of the Latin American Region, with Jarbas Milan
and Lee Preschel, will decide who, that year, has contributed most
to the Region. A check will be made out to that person—who will
endorse it over to Rodolfo's family for the continuing education
of his three children. The first recipient of the Rodolfo Otero Award
was Connie Ivie, JWT/New York, who in her thirty years as manager of international services developed a particularly productive relationship with the Region. The award was presented at
Connie's retirement party.

-ATLANTA:
JWT/Atlanta lines up for the camera at its 120th anniversary party.
The festivities took place at the Atlanta Historical Society.
Jim Pollak presides at the cake.
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MANILA:
JayJay Calero, president and general manager, JWT/
Manila, says, "This is our Silid Ugnayan (Interaction
Room) showing tokens of all the countries where
J. Walter Thompson is represented." The room glows
with rich color. JWT/Manila inaugurated the Silid Ugnayan last November with Don Thompson as sponsor.
"The Silid Ugnayan stands as a concrete symbol of JWT/
Manila's kinship with the rest of the JWT world. The room
borrows the ambiance of a turn-of-the-century Filipino
sala (living room) to set off the international essence of
the display."

Herewith a lively sampling of ads done in Sao
Paulo and Rio de Janeiro in 1984. The accompanying "memos" are by Lee Pavao, president, JWT/Brazil; and Andy Fenning, who is
manager of planning and creative services.
JWT/Sao Paulo.
The interesting graphic on the back cover
of our color insert was used at the Latin American Managers Meeting.
It represents a "stylization of the map of
Sao Paulo State, of her talent, of her art... Here
we even work in the rhythm of carnaval."

SOUTH AFRICA:
JWT/South Africa's recent move to Twin Towers,
Sandton, was heavily publicized, but a few worries
were felt about visitors finding their way through the
environs of Sandton City. JWT's Mike Attwell got in
touch with Dermott McDermott of Metropolitan Outdoor Advertising and The Commodore forthwith
appeared upon the scene, saying, "Come up and
see me sometime."
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Stanley R. Resor, son of JWT's second pres " , > S
n.
*****
ident and Secretary of the Army during the
e Boo* L * * . "
Vietnam War, was named 1984 recipient of
jcssui'dthe U.S. Military Academy's Sylvanus Thayer id P
Award. Col. Sylvanus Thayer served as the
academy's superintendent from 1817 to
1833. Former recipients include former
President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Generals
Douglas MacArthur, Omar Bradley and
James H. Doolittle, astronaut Neil Armstrong, former ambassador Clare Booth
Luce and industrialist David Packard.

THE KODAK DOWN UNDER SUPERVISORS MEETING
SEPTEMBER 19-21
Michelle Williams, JWT/New York; Mary Kilby, JWT/lndonesia; Greg Strong, JWT/
Auckland; Katsumi Tanaka, JWT/Japan; Ernie Emerling, JWT/New York; Jeanette
Sudjunadi, JWT/lndonesia; Ivan Arthur. JWT/lndia; Carolyn Appleton, JWT/South
Africa; Shingo Ino, JWT/Japan; Larry Kallenbach, JWT/Australia.

Memo from Lee Pavao to
AndyFenning

Memo from Lee Pavao to
Andy Fenning

Is theredny truth to therumourthdtthere'sbeena
Graphic Explosion in Brazil? Ifso, who lit the fuse, when
and why?
•
•

Fine. So Brazilian agencies win lots ofawards and you
feel like youjust got eaten by a whale. What I want to
know is why Brazil has got so good. And whether
JWThas keptpace.

concept of quality control in production. The list goes on,
but the fact remains that while 15 years ago the top
threeagencies were multinationals, todaythe top three
are very Brazilian. And as the various film festivals show,
these agencies have learnt good and fast. The majority
of prizes won at international festivals are by Brazilian
agenciesand, interestingly enough, in many cases
irking for multinational advertisers.

Hmmm.l'mnotsurethere'sbeenanyexplosion.
Unless it's Brazilian temperament. It's always difficult
to see from the inside out-1 mean, I'm sure Jonah
couldn't tell you the colour of the whale's eyes-but
certainly Brazilian advertising has made a dramatic
international impact in recent years.
In 1981 and 1982 only England won more Gold Lions at
Cannes than Brazil, andin 1983, we came out on top. At
FIAP, the Festival for Latin speaking countries, Brazil has
shown absolute leadership regularly winning more than
50% oftheawards. And more and more multinational
advertisers are using Brazil as a base fortheirglobal
productions.AsforwholitthefuseJ'dsayitwasJWT
55 years ago when Thompson founded the advertising
industry in Brazil.
Ever since that day, JWI has been pioneering the
development ofprofessional standards within the
advertising and communications industry in Brazil.
Many milestones were achieved- the first 4 colourprint
advertisement, the first radio spot, thefirstuseof
market research in Brazil, the first agency to use the

major multinational agencies had been in place fori
'as missing was the economic f
and resulting consumer wealth,
necessary to attract international marketers

national manufacturers to strengthe

Memo from Lee Pavao to
Andy Fenning

/ want to know about Graphics. Not about the
size of the Brazilian advertising industry.
This is your last chance.

Thus in a very short period of time we
snowballed into a mighty complex, highly
competitive market where there wasan
absolute premium on quality and talent.
The multinationals brought in experience and
expertise and overnight a whole new breed
of creative men and women was born.
These Brazilians, reared in a country of
staggering contrasts, where creativity is a
compulsory element of every aspect oflife,
have found their own unique way ofsolving
communication problems. How am I doing so
far?

Memo from Andy penning

Igive up I could talk about the
extraordinary beauty of the
country, the fantastic mix ofraces,
types, nationalities the
fascinating blends of religions,
beliefs, and legends, the
pageantry, the music, the dance.
Icouldgoon. But perhaps it's best
to show some ads. These we've
done in Sao Paulo and Bio this
year. Now you can decide.
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all over cont.
Subhas Ghosal

M.K.Khanna

INDIA:

MALAYSIA:
Ismail Abdul Latiff, a young art director who
works in Enterprise/Malaysia, has had his
work featured in many exhibitions. His
paintings were part of a one-man show that
helped observe the 10th anniversary of the
Federal Territory. In addition, the Soviet
Cultural Attache invited him and a group of
other Malaysian artists to show their work
in Russia.

Subhas Ghosal, chief executive of Hindustan Thompson Associates, wil
retire in April after more than 40 years of Thompson service.
M.K. (Mike) Khanna has been appointed president and managing director of HTA. Don Johnston, in his congratulatory letter to Mike, remarked
that in succeeding Subhas Ghosal, he is "following in the footsteps of a
man beloved and respected as a human being and as an outstanding
professional in your company and throughout the Thompson world... I am
sure," Don said, "that Mike Khanna will put his own stamp on Hindustan
Thompson and will keep that company in the exalted leadership position
which it holds in your country."
Mike praised Subhas as an outstanding leader, a great human being
and the person who has done more for Thompson and the entire industry
in India than any other. "I am fortunate," he said, "to have the benefit of his
continued guidance and wise counsel." He also thanks Subhas for making him "aThompson man."
Mike has been "a Thompson man" for more than 16 years. He is an
Economics Honors graduate and obtained his MBA in New York,
Since 1976 he has been HTA's Bombay manager and was appointed
director in February 1984.
Hindustan Thompson Associates, Ltd., an important member of the
JWT family and a vital part of JWT's operation in the Asia/Pacific/South
Africa Region, is India's leading advertising agency, with offices in Bombay, New Delhi, Calcutta, Madras and Bangalore.

CHICAGO:
Can you identify the group in this
picture? We'll run it again, with
the real truth, in our next issue.
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RALPH
RYDHOLM
TALKS
ABOUT
SOME

AT LAST,
SOME NEWS
ABOUTCANCER
YOU CAN
LIVE WITH.

JWT/
CHICAGO
CAMPAIGNS

The Kellogg's All-Bran campaign is bold, innovative in positioning a food in a .specific health context and in getting our
target markets to take a whole new look at a product that had
been around for a very long time. I don't have to tell you the
amount of comment it inspired in the trade; but I am pleased
to say that most of the comment has been extremely positive—and saleshdvc also reflected this.
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"Nightmare" for Kraft is a very good example of how to keep a campaign fresh.
Last year one of the executions in this
Miracle Whip campaign, "Diner," won a
Gold at Cannes; this year "Nightmare" won a Gold at the International TV Festival in New York. While awards are not the
only thing we strive for, certainly, I think they are reflective
of the high level of excellence we've managed to keep in a
campaign that has now been running five or six years. The
advertising overall has been successful in increasing share as
well as,sales.
16
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This Pepsi commercial, "Gymnast," was part of a campaign that talked
to young people about Pepsi in a different way. It talked to them on
an achievement-oriented basis using the analogy of their doing their
very best to what Pepsi strives for in the world of soft drinks. The campaign has run in many markets throughout the world, and is continuing to be picked up in several new markets. Though it is a departure
from the norm in soft drink commercials, it touches the heart and .soul
of young people all over the world.

lpy|JIL
Quaker's Kibbles 'n Bits "Puppy" is an outstanding instance of how to
keep a campaign fresh and at the same time introduce a flanker within
the overall umbrella of that campaign. We think it's an excellent example of how marketing .strategy (i.e., successfully flanking and line
extending a highly successful product) and creative can work to keep
a campaign—and a product line—lively and interesting.

sS.C.Johnson Edge. A good creative illustration of how to talk to young
people within the purview of their own visual experience. This commercial utilizes some of the techniques of MTV rock videos and
dramatizes the experience you're going to have with a new line extension to a successful brand. This execution also broke the creative
mold for the entire Edge brand and has taken it in a much younger,
more graphic direction. The flanker itself was extremely successful,
not only on its own, but in preventing Gillette from successfully attacking S.C.Johnson, as they had ,set out to do.
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Oscar Mayer "Hiccup" shows how we continually renew a
campaign that is among the country's most beloved. We believe this commercial successfully continues the Oscar Mayer
idiom and at the same time brings some freshness to the
viewers.

McDonnell Douglas "Girl" is an outsStanding example of the
corporate campaign McDonnell Douglas has now been running for the last two years. It illustrates how it is possible to
be both corporate and benefit-oriented within the same ad;
it gives us a chance to point with pride at the breakthroughs
McDonnell Douglas has made and, at the same time, show
how those breakthroughs are working on a verv human basis.
18

tohavechees
that won't mash your potato.

This is our first effort for
Beatrice, and it's an effort to rethink the Aunt Nellie's brand.
We believe it's a very successful attempt to tell the full
quality story of Aunt Nellie's,
while at the same time keeping the folksy, warm, personal feeling that the name
and the product have shared
for a long time. With the use
of this strategy, we have been
able to roll out and extend
Aunt Nellie's with successful
results.

In the Hyatt ad "Girl" we have
taken a successful graphic
approach on Hyatt and been
able to bring to it the warmth
and hospitality of Hyatt people. Hotel business is a service businesSs, and this ad
captures the graciousness
and charm of the Hyatt people, while communicating
the quality of leadership that
Hyatt attains in all parts of its
service. This emphasis on
people and warmth has
helped change attitudes to
Hyatt over the last two years.

The Kraft Cheez Whiz ad repositions a product and
makes people rethink it.
Cheez Whiz has always been
thought of as a kind of ersatz
cheese that was perhaps used
by kids and certainly not a serious food product. By equating Cheez Whiz with real
cheese (which is what it is,
essentially) we dramatize the
quality of the product and
hopefully extend its usage
into situations where Cheez
Whiz would normally not be
thought of.

J.

mLTER
CHICAGO
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HENRY C
Henry Flower, former vice
chairman and director of J. Walter
Thompson Company, died on November 20, at the age of eightyseven. Don Johnston said this of him:
"Hank Flower was the last of that incredible generation that came out of
World War I and led the expansion of
American business overseas. He
was truly one of the pioneers of the
Thompson Company and probably
opened and served in more of our
overseas offices than any other executive in our history. He was a role
model and an inspiration...."
Henry Corwin Flower, Jr., was
born in Kansas City, Missouri, in
1897. By the time he was eight years
old, his mother and his banker father
had determined to prepare him for a
career in diplomacy. Accordingly, he
was sent to be educated in Germany, Switzerland and France. "I
think" he once said of his parents'
somewhat exotic choice of schooling, "it was a sort of protest against
living in Kansas City'.' When he returned to the United States at fourteen, he could, he recalled, scarcely
speak English. He managed well
enough, however, to get through
Middlesex in Concord, Massachusetts, and two years of Harvard
College.
Then the First World War
broke out. "We all quit in a body to
go to war. I was an old graybeard at
21 in Naval Aviation. In those days
there were only 17 people in the
Navy who had flown a plane'.' (In
1919 he received his A.B. from Harvard where he was elected first
marshall of his class.) Having re-
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vealed to his parents that his plans
did not include striped trousers and
a cutaway, he wrote and worked his
way around the world for two years.
When that adventure was at an end
he entered the family business, but
left it in 1928 to join JWT.
Within months, Flower set out
with a group of young stalwarts to
open JWT offices in Buenos Aires,
Sao Paulo and Santiago. These were
the first North American advertising offices in South America's
history.
Back in New York in 1930, he
was tapped to establish Thompson's
new Wall Street office, designed to
attract large financial corporations.
"I had been very interested in the
public relations, non-product side of
advertising" Flower said.
"Institutional. They wanted me
to go downtown and start this office.
Well... themarkethadfallenout.lt
fell out the night of the day I got back
from South America'.' The timing

was less than auspicious and the Wall
Street office never lived up to the
hopes the company entertained for
it even though it persevered for
twenty years.
Later in 1930, Henry Flower
went abroad to apply his skills to a
number of offices facing economic
problems as a result of the Great
Depression. These included those in
Warsaw, Alexandria, Madrid, Barcelona, Port Elizabeth, Bucharest
and Stockholm. He returned to the
Wall Street office in 1932. He was
made a director in 1940 and executive committee member and vice
chairman in 1955. He retired in
1962.
In 1945, on leave, he became
consultant to Thomas McCabe of
Scott Paper Company, who was then
Foreign Liquidation Commissioner
in Washington, determining the
most useful disposition of the surplus war materials that were scattered all over the world.

FLOWER
When Henry Ford II moved the
Ford account from Detroit to New
York, he requested that Flower be
the head of Thompson's representatives. T said, 'Henry, you're very
flattering to ask me to do it. I don't
know anything about the automobile business! He said, That's why
I want you there. We're just surrounded by people who have done
nothing but think the automobile
business and we'd like to have somebody who's away from it!"
Flower headed the Ford Group
for years. He was active in insurance
and banking association accounts
and was overseer of publicity and
the public relations department.
A convivial man, a great reader
and a keen sportsman, Flower had
many friends who were presidents
and owners of large corporations. "It
just so happened that many of my
close friends lived in Winston-Salem"
he said. "And when I was there I became acquainted with others who
were industry leaders. I'd go down
there and shoot with them'.' When
these same industry leaders needed
advertising counsel, Henry Flower
was very often the friend they consulted. He was never, however, on
the team of men who made the actual solicitation. "Somebody else
would do that!'
In May 1956, Henry Flower
became for a time a figure of controversy, when he sent a letter, on stationery bearing his name and the
JWT 420 Lexington Avenue address, to the homes of 110 JWT employees, "the 10 percent upper
income group'.' The letter asked
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them to contribute to President
Dwight D. Eisenhower's re-election
campaign treasury.
Reporter, a political magazine,
characterized this appeal as "a memo
from the boss putting the bite on the
underlings!' It didn't use names, but
Advertising Age soon did. In an interview with that publication,
Flower said that he had followed the
procedure he used in soliciting contributions for charities. He told Ad
Age that he had received replies
from about half of the circularized
staffers. He said about one-third declined to contribute, some citing the
fact that they were Democrats.
"Flower emphasized that he bears no
grudge against Democratic-minded
JWTers and that he feels they would
reflect credit on the agency by being
active in support of their candidate!'
Flower also told Advertising Agency
magazine that after the letter was
sent, he had sent a memorandum to
a "few top people in the agency explaining his views. He felt a man who
is a Democrat should contribute to
Democratic campaign funds. His attitude on this has been confirmed by
a reliable source ...." Flower said he
sent essentially the same letter to
people not employed by JWT.
In August of the same year,
Flower appealed to agency people in
New York to match their clients' efforts in donations to the Republican
Party. This appeal went out under
the letterhead of the United Republican Finance Committee for the
State of New York; Flower was
chairman of the committee's advertising industry division.

In 1960 Norman Strouse sent
out a memo which clarified JWT's
attitude toward political activities on
the part of its employees. The policy is not to represent or endorse any
political candidate or ideology as a
company, but to encourage individual participation in the democratic
process by all employees as private citizens. The memo named a
Political Responsibility Committee
with Republican, Democratic and
Independent members—"The company will do everything possible to
create a favorable climate for the
development of activities that will
contribute to the greater political
awareness of all concerned" said
Strouse.
Henry Flower skied, played
squash, tennis and golf. He was a
member of The Round Hill Club in
Greenwich and The Jupiter Island
Club in Hobe Sound. He was a former president of the United States
Seniors Golf Group, competing in
five international tournaments, and
was an active member up until his
death. Nevertheless, he denied that
he had a hobby. In rumination, years
ago, on a possible hobby he came to
this: "Wouldn't it be the most fascinating thing in the world to try and
find techniques of mass education—as well as the sponsors who
would put up the money—to rid us
of those areas of ignorance and misunderstanding that hold our country back'.'
Henry Flower's wife, Betty,
died in 1977, but he is survived by
three daughters, eight grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.
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AN
EVENTFUL
YEAR
The first event in an actionp a c k e d year for JWT/Japan
had an unusual twist,
Perhaps y o u ' v e h e a r d
about Japanese Total Quality
Control (TQC), or Quality Control Circles (QCC). Each is based
on the same principle, and it
helped produce an economic
miracle in Japan.
QCC is well-known for its
successful application in manufacturing such Japanese products as cars, cameras, watches,
electronic equipment, motorcycles—the complete list is long
and diverse.
But QCC in an advertising

agency? QCC in a service business where, as it's been said,
"The inventory goes down in the
elevator every night?"
That was the challenge for
JWT/Japan, initiated by the
then president, Robin Restall. It
was a stimulus to improve perf o r m a n c e a n d quality in all
areas, implemented through
spontaneous a n d voluntary
Quality Control Circles activities,
The response was the introduction of the Johnston Award
for Excellence. The result was a
total of over 75 different proposals from a staff of 284 people.
Since QCC calls for a group ef-

Don Kelly,
executive creative director
JWT/JAPAN

The design of the
Johnston Award for
Excellence was
created by Shin
Ohkura, head of
the Thompson
Design Center.
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fort (no matter how small), this
meant virtually everyone in the
a g e n c y w a n t e d to try for a
piece of the action!
The "action" is a substantial
cash prize. The winners will be
announced at the 1985 Spring
Training (an annual meeting to
review progress and set goals),

Another First
The second noteworthy
event in 1984 was the selection
of Yoshiko Koike as the first female creative director at JWT/
Japan. As executive creative
director, I was pleased to appoint Yoshiko Koike to her new

position.
Koike-san earned this recognition through outstanding
work for a range of clients, but
especially for DeBeers Diamonds, An expert photographer, she produces an original
photographic calendar every
year. And each photograph is
taken only with available light.
Cooking is another favorite
hobby, "because it helps to
switch my mind!' Curry roux is a
Koike creation, prepared with 14
different spices. It is then allowed to set for two or three
days. The result is called "Cat on
a hot tin roof in New Delhi!'

Yoshiko Koike, a
creative director,
and the first female
to hold this title.
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Norm MacMaster,
president ol JWT/
Japan, extends congratulations to Kazoo
Kobayashi (left) and
Yoshitomo Maeda
(right) on their 25th
anniversary with the
company.

Changing
of the Guard
In August of 1984, Robin
Restall was transferred from
Tokyo to become senior vice
president, worldwide client service director, for Unilever, based
in London. He was succeeded
as president of JWT/Japan by
Norm MacMaster,
Norm rejoined JWT, having
b e g u n his c a r e e r a t JWT/
Toronto, Since then he has been
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with Ogilvy 8c Mather and Foote,
Cone 8c Belding (most recently
as executive vice president,
multinational business).

Two Honored
Two of the top management people in the JWT/Japan
Group were honored for 25
years' service in October 1984.
They are Kazuo Kobayashi and
Yoshitomo Maeda. "K-K-san" is
president of Japan Market Research Bureau, a JWT c o m pany, He is not only a respected
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Robin Restall, former
president, turns over
the "Key to the
Company" to Norm
MacMaster, new
president of JWT/
Japan, at a company
party held in their
honor.

research man, but a well-known
instructor at Tokyo's Sophia University as well. Maeda-san is vice
president, director of media. The
nuances of Japanese media
are legend, and few people
know them as well as he does.

Yet Another First
In November, JWT/Japan
held its first Japanese Sam Meek
Seminar for middle-level staff.
Very successful, it was organized and directed by Katsuhiko
Betsushima, director of account

New general
manager, Don
Johnston, makes his
first speech to the staff
of JWT/Japan at the
Hotel New Otani on
October 19, 1964.

planning, assisted by Yasumi
Kozuka and Kunhiko Shiroyama,
both creative directors, And,
a l o n g the way, there were
substantial contributions from
George Clements, vice president for development, Asia/
Pacific/South Africa Region,
There were 34 participants who
toiled for four days (and nights!).
Another seminar is planned for
early 1985 for younger staff
members.

28 Years
Another smaller event in

1984 was the agency's 28th anniversary. JWT began in Tokyo in
May 1956.
At the end of the first year, it
had 19 employees and eight
clients, including such international names as Pan Am, Singer
Sewing Machines and Lederle
Labs,
There have b e e n seven
general managers in the 28-plus
years. One of those who arrived
in 1966 is still remembered for his
particularly high standards. His
name: Don Johnston. He had an
able assistant at that time—Don

Thompson, now president, Asia/
Pacific/South Africa Region.
In addition, Tom Sutton, former head of JWT International
and respected Thompsonite for
many years, also m a n a g e d
JWT/Japan from 1972 to 1981.
Today JWT/Japan has 284
employees housed in five floors
of its own 11-story building in
central Tokyo. The client list is
headed by such impressive international names as DeBeers,
Kodak, Unilever, Pepsi-Cola,
Woolmark, Kellogg's and R.J,
Reynolds.

A scene from the Sam
Meek Seminar for
JWT/Japan staffers
held outside Tokyo.

"Leadership
is our
permanent
business"
October 1984 saw exciting
doings in Rio de Janeiro and Sao
Paulo. First, the Latin American Creative Forum brought twenty-seven
creative directors from ten Latin
American countries for a week of intense self-scrutiny. The question on
everybody's mind was this one: How
can we make our creative product
even better? The Forum's symbol was
a bold interrogation mark and, by all
accounts, the question asked produced both interesting speculation
and specific recommendations.
The Forum's organizers—Bobby
Coimbra, JWT/Peru; Anna de Freitas,
JWT/Brazil; and Gelly Walker, AMW
Chile—were aided in their endeavor
by presentations from Lee Pavao,
president of JWT/Brazil; Marcos Golfari, JWT/Argentina; Ralph Rydholm,
JWT/Chicago; and Jim Patterson,
JWT/New York.
A week after the Forum's close,
Bobby Coimbra, Anna de Freitas and
Gelly Walker presented its conclusions to the Annual Latin American
Managers Meeting (October 9-11) in
Sao Paulo.
The Managers Meeting this year
was particularly noteworthy for a
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number of reasons. One ofthem is the
fact that it coincided with the celebration of JWT's 55th year of operation in Brazil. The theme for the
Managers Meeting was "Leadership Is
Our Permanent Business" leadership
having been vigorously attested to by
a spectacular new business year in the
face of extraordinary economic and
political difficulties throughout the
Region.
As Lee Preschel, president, JWT/
Latin America, said in his welcoming
remarks in the program booklet, "Last
year, in Buenos Aires, our theme was
'How to Manage Successfully in
Times of Economic Crisis' All of you
have done it. The economic crisis
continues throughout Latin America
and yet every JWT office in the Region is stronger professionally and
healthier than ever before. This is so
precisely because we dedicated ourselves to being the best professionally, to give to our clients the very best
in creativity and overall service'.'
(Further testimony to JWT's excellence in the Region is the fact that
JWT/Argentina has been named
"Agency of the Year" in Argentina for
the second consecutive year. This is
the first time in the history of the industry in Argentina that any advertising agency has received this award in
two consecutive years.)
Special guests at the Managers
Meeting included Don Johnston
(affectionately listed as El Supremo in
the program), Wally O'Brien, Victor

Gutierrez, Ron Kovas from Canada,
Mike Khanna from India and Ezio Ciuti
from Italy.
Lee Preschel addressed the
group on new business and on other
subjects; Lee Pavao, JWT/Brazil, who
has lately been voted Business Man of
the Year in Sao Paulo and has received many other distinguished
honors, gave a talk called "Project
Voyager" Among the other speakers
were John Holmes, on innovation in
media; John Florida, on The Management Retreat; Horacio Diez, on new
and better ways of compensating our
people; Jarbas Milani, on "How We
are Doing in 1984 and Where We are
Going in 1985"
Wally O'Brien's talk was "JWT's
Multinational Competitive Edge: 'The
Bicycle!" Ezio Ciuti talked about big
agency competition and how to beat
it; Mike Khanna discussed government advertising and how to get it;
Ron Kovas examined JWT's role as the
complete communications company; Victor Gutierrez and David
Soskin talked respectively about how
to manage our money most efficiently and about direct marketing.
Astrid de Ortega, JWT/Venezuela,
presented the outlines of a major research project for the Region.
The days of concentrated work
were lightened by a series of highly
imaginative events and festivities, including an evening reception for
clients, guests and staff and a "Feijoada
Brasileira" luncheon, both of these
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hosted by Joan and Lee Pavao.
All participants concluded that
they'd learned a lot and gotten to
know each other, our creative product, our clients, the country and the
Region a good deal better—at first
hand.
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